The Golay codes, first constructed by Golay in 1949 ([3], see [6] ), have since been extensively studied by coding theorists [6, especially Chaps. 2, 16, 201, sphere packers [S], constructors of simple groups [2] , and design theorists [ 11.
other definitions are available [6] . Pless has characterized the extended ternary Golay code among linear codes. THEOREM (Pless [7] ). Any [12, 6, 6] code over GF(3) is equivalent to 32.
Let F= GF(3) = (0, 1, 2> and K= GF(9) = F(x), where CI is a root of X2 + 1 = 0. The mapping x + yor H (x, y) induces a projection rc of K" onto F*"; if v = x + ycr, where x, y E F", then n(v) = (xi, y, ,..., x,,, y,).
Let $: x + ycr H x -ycr denote the unique nontrivial automorphism of K as well as the componentwise extension of $ which maps K" onto K". Let /I = -1 -~1, a primitive root of K.
Let Q be the set of nonzero squares in K, and N = K* -Q; we observe that Q= (1, -1, CI, -a} and N={l+cc, l-a, -l+a, -1-x). Proof: (a) Denote the rows of G by rl, r2, and r3. An easy check shows that for each x E K, wt(r, + xr2) 2 4; it follows from the symmetry of G that any linear combination of two rows of G has weight at least 4. The righthalf submatrix of G is nonsingular; therefore any linear combination of the three rows with nonzero coefficients has at least one nonzero component in its right half and so has weight at least 4.
(b) It suffices to show +(ri) E%~; by symmetry, we need only to show )(l(rl).rl =$(rl).r2=0.
In fact, we have $(rl)*r,=2+2p4=2+2.2=0 IcI(rl).r2=D+p3+84=B+(1 -/3+2=0. DONALD Y. GOLDBERG (c) If v=u,r,+v,r,+o,r,E~nnrl/V=~~n~, then O=v.ri= (0, + ua + u3) + (1 + 01) vi; it follows that each ui = 0. Thus K6 decomposes into the orthogonal spaces %? and I+&?.
(d) We note that for x E Q, ?c. Ii/x = 1 and for x E iV, x. rl/x = 2. Thus v. I,!N = q(v) + %n(v), where the sum on the right is interpreted modulo 3. But (c) and Eqs. (*), then, imply that for VE$?, wt(v) ~0 (mod 3). Since wt(nri) = 6, the minimum weight in rc@ is 6. So by the result of Pless, ng is equivalent to C!?,?. The map x .# II/ TJ x ' is an F-monomial equivalence of ~$7 and IF%".
A second proof of part (d) relies on the observation that (XV). (KV) = v' @J. Part (c) then implies that each element of nV is isotropic. It follows that rc?? is self-orthogonal and that each weight is a multiple of 3.
As a final note, we reconstruct the Hamming weight enumerator of gi2 by analyzing the Q-weight enumerator of %7. (See [4] for definitions and notation.) By Eqs. (*), we have W&!,Z( 1, X) = I@( 1, x, .x*). To obtain I@, we note that the [6, 3, 4] code g is maximum distance separable [6] , which determines its Hamming weight enumerator W,"( 1, X) = 1 + 120. 
